
Ontologies and Operating Systems: Post-CFAR 1 

  
[I recently came back from volunteering at a CFAR workshop. I found the whole experience to be 
100% enjoyable, and I’ll be doing an actual workshop review soon. I also learned some new things 
and updated my mind. This is the first in a four-part series on new thoughts that I’ve gotten as a 
result of the workshop.] 
  
I’ve been thinking more about the idea of how we even reason about our own thinking, our 
“ontology of mind”, and how our internal mental model of how our brain works. 
  
(Roughly speaking, “ontology” means the framework you view reality through, and I’ll be using it 
here to refer specifically to how we view our minds.) 
  
Before I continue, it might be helpful to ask yourself some of the below questions: 
 What is my brain like, perhaps in the form of a metaphor?  
 How do I model my thoughts?  
 What things can and can’t my brain do?  
 What does it feel like when I am thinking?  
 Do my thoughts often influence my actions? 
  
<reminder to actually think a little before continuing> 
  
I don’t know about you, but for me, my thoughts often feel like they float into my head. There’s 
a general sense of effortlessly having things stream in. If I’m especially aware (i.e. 
metacognitive), I can then reflect on my thoughts. But for the most part, I’m filled with thoughts 
about the task I’m doing. 
  
Though I don’t often go meta, I’m aware of the fact that I’m able to. In specific situations, 
knowing this helps me debug my thinking processes. For example, say my internal dialogue looks 
like this: 
  
“Okay, so I’ve sent to forms to Steve, and now I’ve just got to do—oh wait what about my 
physics test—ARGH PAIN NO—now I’ve just got to do the write-up for—wait, I just thought 
about physics and felt some pain. Huh… I wonder why…Move past the pain, what’s bugging me 
about physics? It looks like I don’t want to do it because…  because I don’t think it’ll be useful?” 
  
Because my ontology of how my thoughts operate includes the understanding that 
metacognition is possible, this is a “lever” I can pull on in my own mind. 
  
I suspect that people who don’t engage in thinking about their thinking (via recursion, talking to 
themselves, or other things to this effect) may have a less developed internal picture of how 
their minds work. Things inside their head might seem to just pop in, with less explanation. 
  



I posit that having a model of your brain that is less fleshed out affects our perception of what 
our brains can and can’t do. 
  
We can imagine a hypothetical person who is self-aware and generally a fine human, except that 
their internal picture of their mind feels very much like a black box. They might have a sense of 
fatalism about some things in their mind or just feel a little confused about how their thoughts 
originate. 
  
Then they come to a CFAR workshop. 
  
What I think a lot of the CFAR rationality techniques gives these people is an upgraded internal 
picture of their mind with many additional levers. By “lever”, I mean a thing we can do in our 
brain, like metacognition or focusing (I’ll write more about levers next post). The upgraded 
internal picture of their mind draws attention to these levers and empowers people to have 
greater awareness and control in their heads by “pulling” on them. 
  
But it’s not exactly these new levers that are the point. CFAR has mentioned that the point of 
teaching rationality techniques is to not only give people shiny new tools, but also improve their 
mindset. I agree with this view—there does seem to be something like an “optimizing mindset” 
that embodies rationality. 
  
I posit that CFAR’s rationality techniques upgrade people’s ontologies of mind by changing their 
sense of what is possible. This, I think, is the core of an improved mindset—an increased 
corrigibility of mind.  
  
Consider: Our hypothetical human goes to a rationality workshop and leaves with a lot of skills, 
but the general lesson is bigger than that. They’ve just seen that their thoughts can be accessed 
and even changed! It’s as if a huge blind spot in their thinking has been removed, and they’re 
now looking at entirely new classes of actions they can take! 
  
When we talk about levers and internal models of our thinking, it’s important to remember that 
we’re really just talking about analogies or metaphors that exist in the mind. We don’t actually 
have access to our direct brain activity, so we need to make do with intermediaries that exist as 
concepts, which are made up of concepts, which are made up of concepts, etc etc. 
  
Your ontology, the way that you think about how your thoughts work, is really just an abstract 
framework that makes it easier for “meta-you” (the part of your brain that seems like “you”) to 
more easily interface with your real brain.  
  
Kind of like an operating system. 
  
In other words, we can’t directly deal with all those neurons; our ontology, which contains 
thoughts, memories, internal advisors, and everything else is a conceptual interface that allows 
us to better manipulate information stored in our brain.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Focusing


  
However, the operating system you acquire by interacting with CFAR-esque rationality 
techniques isn’t the only way type of upgraded ontology you can acquire. There exist other 
models which may also be just as valid. Different ontologies may draw boundaries around other 
mental things and empower your mind in different ways. 
  
Leverage Research, for example, seems to be building its view of rationality from a perspective 
deeply grounded in introspection. I don’t know too much about them, but in a few 
conversations, they’ve acknowledged that their view of the mind is much more based off beliefs 
and internal views of things. This seems like they’d have a different sense of what is and isn’t 
possible. 
  
My own personal view of rationality often views humans as merely a collection of TAPs (basically 
glorified if-then loops) for the most part. This ontology leads me to often think about shaping the 
environment, precommitment, priming/conditioning, and other ways to modify my habit 
structure. Within this framework of “humans as TAPs”, I search for ways to improve. 
  
This is contrast with another view I hold of myself as an “agenty” human that has free will in a 
meaningful sense. Under this ontology, I’m focusing on metacognition and executive function. Of 
course, this assertion of my ability to choose and pick my actions seems to be at odds with my 
first view of myself as a habit-stuffed zombie. 
  
It seems plausible then, that rationality techniques which often seem at odds with one another, 
like the above examples, occur because they’re operating on fundamentally different 
assumptions of how to interface with the human mind. 
  
In some way, it seems like I’m stating that every ontology of mind is correct. But what about 
mindsets that model the brain as a giant hamburger? That seems obviously wrong. My response 
here is to appeal to practicality. In reality, all these mental models are wrong, but some of them 
can be useful. No ontology accurately depicts what’s happening in our brains, but the helpful 
ones can allows us to think better and make better choices. 
  
The biggest takeaway for me after realizing all this was that even my mental framework, the 
foundation from which I built up my understanding of instrumental rationality, is itself based on 
certain assumptions of my ontology. And these assumptions, though perhaps reasonable, are 
still just a helpful abstraction that makes it easier for me to deal with my brain. 

Levers, Emotions, and Lazy Evaluators: Post-CFAR 2 

  
[This is a scattershot of topics following from the first post that all use the idea of ontologies in 
the mental sense as a bouncing off point. I’d recommend reading the first post before proceeding. 
Also, the below expressed views are my own and don’t reflect CFAR’s in any way.] 
  
Levers: 

http://leverageresearch.org/blog/further-vistas-in-introspection
https://mindlevelup.wordpress.com/2017/01/14/instrumental-rationality/


When I was at the CFAR workshop, someone mentioned that something like 90% of the 
curriculum was just making up fancy new names for things they already sort of did. This got 
some laughs, but I think it’s worth exploring why names have power in this context. 
  
Last post, I briefly touched upon the idea of a “lever” within an ontology, and I’m exploring it 
more in-depth here. 
  
Our minds do lots of things; they carry many thoughts, and we can recall many memories. Some 
of these phenomena may be more helpful for our goals, and we may want to name them. 
  
When we name a phenomenon, like Focusing, we’re essentially drawing a boundary around the 
thing, highlighting attention on it. We’ve made it conceptually discrete. This transformation, in 
turn, allows us to more concretely identify which things among the sea of our mental activity 
correspond to Focusing.  
  
Focusing can then become a concept that floats in our understanding of things our minds can do. 
We’ve taken a mental action and packaged it into a “thing”. This can be especially helpful if 
we’ve identified a phenomena that consists of several steps which usually aren’t found together. 
  
By drawing certain patterns around a thing with a name, we can hopefully help others recognize 
them and perhaps do the same for other mental motions, which seems to be one more way that 
we find new rationality techniques. 
  
This then means that we’ve created a new action that is explicitly available to our ontology. This 
notion of “actions I can take” is what I think forms the idea of levers in our mind. When CFAR 
teaches a rationality technique, the technique itself seems to be pointing at a sequence of things 
that happen in our brain. Last post, I mentioned that I think CFAR techniques upgrade people’s 
mindsets by changing their sense of what is possible.  
  
I think that levers are a core part of this because they give us the feeling of, “Oh wow! That thing 
I sometimes do has a name! Now I can refer to it and think about it in a much nicer way. I can 
call it ‘focusing’, rather than ‘that thing I sometimes do when I try to figure out why I’m feeling 
sad that involves looking into myself’.” 
  
For example, once you understand that a large part of habituation is simply if-then loops (ala 
TAPs, aka Trigger Action Plans), you’ve now not only understood what it means to learn 
something as a habit, but you’ve internalized the very concept of habituation itself. You’ve gone 
one meta-level up, and you can now reason about this abstract mental process in a far more 
explicit way. 
  
Names haves power in the same way that abstraction barriers have power in a programming 
language—they change how you think about the phenomena itself, and this in turn can affect 
your behavior.   
  

http://lesswrong.com/lw/o7c/making_intentions_concrete_triggeraction_planning/
https://mitpress.mit.edu/sicp/full-text/sicp/book/node29.html


Emotions: 
CFAR teaches a class called “Understanding Shoulds”, which is about seeing your “shoulds”, the 
parts of yourself that feel like obligations, as data about things you might care about. This is a 
departure from Nate Soares’s Replacing Guilt series, which tries to sever people from guilt 
entirely. 
  
In further conversations with staff, I’ve seen the even deeper view that all emotions should be 
considered information. 
  
The basic premise seems to be based off the understanding that different parts of us may need 
different things to function. Our conscious understanding of our own needs may sometimes be 
limited. Thus, our implicit emotions (and other S1 processes) can serve as a way to inform 
ourselves about what we’re missing.  
  
In this way, all emotions seem channels where information can be passed on from implicit parts 
of you to the forefront of “meta-you”. This idea of “emotions as a data trove” is yet another 
ontology that produces different rationality techniques, as it’s operating on, once again, a 
mental model that is built out of a different type of abstraction. 
  
Many of the skills based on this ontology focus on communication between different pieces of 
the self. 
  
I’m very sympathetic to this viewpoint, as it form the basis of the Internal Double Crux (IDC) 
technique, one of my favorite CFAR skills. In short, IDC assumes that akrasia-esque problems are 
caused by a disagreement between different parts of you, some of which might be in the implicit 
parts of your brain.  
  
By “disagreement”, I mean that some part of you endorses an action for some well-meaning 
reasons, but some other part of you is against the action and also has justifications. To resolve 
the problem, IDC has us “dialogue” between the conflicting parts of ourselves, treating both 
sides as valid. If done right, without “rigging” the dialogue to bias one side, IDC can be a powerful 
way to source internal motivation for our tasks. 
  
While I do seem to do some communication between my emotions, I haven’t fully integrated 
them as internal advisors in the IFS sense. I’m not ready to adopt a worldview that might 
potentially hand over executive control to all the parts of me. Meta-me still deems some of my 
implicit desires as “foolish”, like the part of me that craves video games, for example. In order to 
avoid slippery slopes, I have a blanket precommitment on certain things in life. 
  
For the meantime, I’m fine sticking with these precommitments. The modern world is filled with 
superstimuli, from milkshakes to insight porn (and the normal kind) to mobile games, that can 
hijack our well-meaning reward systems.  
  

http://mindingourway.com/guilt/
http://www.psychotherapy.net/data/uploads/5113ce91c0a4d.pdf


Lastly, I believe that without certain mental prerequisites, some ontologies can be actively 
harmful. Nate’s Replacing Guilt series can leave people without additional motivation for their 
actions; guilt can be a useful motivator. Similarly, Nihilism is another example of an ontology that 
can be crippling unless tempered with ideas like humanism.  
  
I’m unsure if that’s the case with me and “emotions as a data trove”, but I don’t think I’m yet 
ready to go all the way down this rabbit hole. 
  
Lazy Evaluators: 
In In Defense of the Obvious, I gave a practical argument as to why obvious advice was very 
good. I brought this point up up several times during the workshop, and the response seemed 
quite positive. 
  
While that essay focused on listening to obvious advice, there appears to be a similar thing 
where merely asking someone, “Did you do all the obvious things?” will often uncover helpful 
solutions they have yet to do. 
  
(I brought this up in Human Incompleteness, but I’m running a bit more with the idea here) 
  
My current hypothesis for this (apart from “humans are programs that wrote themselves on 
computers made of meat”, which is a great workshop quote) is that people tend to be lazy 
evaluators. In programming, lazy evaluation is a way of solving for the value of expressions at the 
last minute, not until the answers are absolutely needed. 
  
It seems like something similar happens in people’s heads, where we simply don’t ask ourselves 
questions like “What are multiple ways I could accomplish this?” or “Do actually I want to do this 
thing?” until we need to…Except that most of the time, we never need to—Life putters on, 
whether or not we’re winning at it. 
  
I think this is part of what makes “pair debugging”, a CFAR activity where a group of people try to 
help one person with their “bugs”, effective. When we have someone else taking an outside view 
asking us these questions, well, maybe it’ll be the first time we even consider them ourselves. 
  
Therefore, it looks like a helpful skill is to constantly ask ourselves questions and cultivate a sense 
of curiosity about how things are. Anna Salamon refers to this skill of “boggling”. I think boggling 
can help with both counteracting lazy evaluation and actually doing obvious actions. 
  
Looking at why obvious advice is obvious, like “What the heck does ‘obvious’ even mean?” can 
help break the immediate dismissive veneer our brain puts on obvious information. 
  
EX: “If I want to learn more about coding, it probably makes sense to ask some coder friends 
what good resources are.” 
  

https://mindlevelup.wordpress.com/2016/11/14/in-defense-of-the-obvious/
https://mindlevelup.wordpress.com/2017/01/21/human-incompleteness/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lazy_evaluation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lazy_evaluation


“Nah, that’s so obvious; I should instead just stick to this abstruse book that basically no one’s 
heard of—wait, I just rejected something that felt obvious.” 
  
“Huh…I wonder why that thought felt obvious…what does it even mean for something to be 
dubbed ‘obvious’?” 
  
“Well…obvious thoughts seem to have a generally ‘self-evident’ tag on them. If they aren’t 
outright tautological or circularly defined, then there’s a sense where the obvious things seems 
to be the shortest paths to the goal. Like, I could fold my clothes or I could build a Rube Goldberg 
machine to fold my clothes. But the first option seems so much more ‘obvious’…” 
  
“Aside from that, there also seems to be a sense where if I search my brain for ‘obvious’ things, 
I’m using a ‘faster’ mode of thinking (ala System 1). Also, aside from favoring simpler solutions, 
also seems to be influenced by social norms (what do people ‘typically’ do). And my ‘obvious 
action generator’ seems to also be built off my understanding of the world, like, I’m thinking 
about things in terms of causal chains that actually exist in the world. As in, when I’m thinking 
about ‘obvious’ ways to get a job, for instance, I’m thinking about actions I could take in the real 
world that might plausibly actually get me there…” 
  
“Whoa…that means that obvious advice is so much more than some sort of self-evident tag. 
There’s a huge amount of information that’s being compressed when I look at it from the 
surface…’Obvious’ really means something like ‘that which my brain quickly dismisses because it 
is simple, complies with social norms, and/or runs off my internal model of how the universe 
works.” 
  
The goal is to reduce the sort of “acclimation” that happens with obvious advice by peering 
deeper into it. Ideally, if you’re boggling at your own actions, you can force yourself to evaluate 
earlier. Otherwise, it can hopefully at least make obvious advice more appealing. 
  
I’ll end with a quote of mine from the workshop: 
  
“You still yet fail to grasp the weight of the obvious.” 

Resolve: Post-CFAR 3 

  
[This post is about Resolve as an ontological framework for rationality. Resolve is about trying 
hard, but it’s also about more than that. I think that it is pointing to a useful cluster of ideas that 
are related to determination and grit. This is part three of a five-part series on how I updated my 
mind after CFAR. Once again, the views expressed here are mine and not CFAR’s.] 
  
One of the coolest paradigms I picked up at the CFAR workshop was something taught by 
Duncan Sabien, called Resolve, which gets its name from the Resolve Cycle. 
  

http://thirdfoundation.github.io/#/main


The Resolve Cycle is a CFAR technique where one sets a 5 minute timer and resolves to solve the 
problem in the allotted time. Despite no formal backing, this technique has proven surprisingly 
effective for people (me included).  
  
While I do think that the lazy evaluation I covered last post explains part of why Resolve Cycles 
are awesome (you’re forced to ask yourself hard questions), there’s something deeper about 
“actually trying to solve the problem” here. The attitude that “I will solve this problem in five 
minutes!” seems to trigger a positive reframe, and I think this sort of attitude generalizes to a 
determined attitude. 
  
Resolve builds off this determined attitude and turns it into an entire ontological worldview.  
  
To a first approximation, Resolve means being driven by our own internal motivation instead of 
incentives present in the external environment. There’s a Nietzschean sense where you’re “fully 
coming into your power” as a human with your intentions, and you’re mindfully acting on them.  
  
It’s about saying “I’m going to shut up and solve this problem, biases and obstacles be 
damned.”   
  
Two ideas I’ve been thinking about recently seem to tie into Resolve as an ontology. 
  
  
Actually Trying: 
The first of these ideas is that of Actually Trying, which seems to be an underlying thread in the 
rationality community. Actually Trying is where you, uh, actually try to achieve your goals. You’re 
relentlessly going all out.  
  
I posit that most people are not Actually Trying in life. It seems to me that, often, when people 
are doing a task, they are looking for excuses to stop, rather than reasons to continue. That 
includes me; I don’t always find myself wanting to win.  
  
Actually Trying refers to when you’re using every resource at your disposal to tackle your 
problems. You’re trying every path available to you. And if there are no paved paths, then you’re 
picking up bricks and laying your own. 
  
Consider: 
  
A student who starts a math problem, can’t immediately solve it, and then gives up, saying, 
“Well, at least I tried.” 
  
A student who starts a math problem and can’t immediately solve it. So she identifies multiple 
ways to try and solve it, tries all four ways. Re-reading the book again, she realizes she still 
doesn’t know how to solve it. So she systematically writes down how her thought processes and 
identifies what exactly what she doesn’t know. She tries checking online, but the internet is 

https://mindlevelup.wordpress.com/2017/02/20/levers-emotions-and-lazy-evaluators-post-cfar-2/
http://mindingourway.com/desperation/
https://mindlevelup.wordpress.com/2016/03/18/wanting-to-win/


down. So she calls a friend, who also doesn’t understand things. Finally, she knocks on all the 
doors in her neighborhood, and it turns out that Mrs. Jones has a masters degree in 
mathematics and helps her out. Success! 
  
I’d say the second student is Actually Trying. 
  
She’s searching for multiple solutions in an attempt to solve the problem. When the first student 
encounters difficulty, they take it as a signal to stop. The second student merely sees each 
obstacle as closed path, and she simply continues on.  
  
Actually Trying is about doing literally everything you can. 
  
(In the above example, there also seems to be a distinction between doing something out of a 
sense of duty or obligation versus out of a deep internal sense of wanting.) 
  
When we’re Actually Trying, we’re systematically trying to get to the goal. We’re searching 
across all potential solutions with an intent to get it done; our aim is to fully win.  
  
I don’t think the “Actually Try” mindset kicks in for most people until the stakes are raised.  
  
I’m trying to point at the differences that happen when everything you care about hangs in the 
balance. It’s the difference between trying to learn a foreign language because you’re sort of 
interested and trying to learn a foreign language because if you don’t half of the world explodes. 
  
If you see yourself doing more to achieve your goals in the second scenario, then consider the 
question of, “If you can see additional paths to victory in the second example, what’s stopping 
you from doing those in the first example?” 
  
For a quick mental heuristic, you may want to try Raising the Stakes: Ask yourself, “If the lives of 
my friends hung in the balance (or something else similarly drastic), is this really all that I’d do?” 
  
In the field of AI, the idea of the “nearest unblocked strategy” probably best approximates what 
Actually Trying as all about. (I’d highly recommend reading the article for additional intuitions of 
what I’m trying to gesture at.) 
  
To be clear, I’m not suggesting that you go and Actually Trying at all the time. I suspect that’d 
only be working yourself ragged, which probably wouldn’t be optimal anyway. I also don’t 
suggest Actually Trying for everything in life. The point is to be able to have something like this in 
reserve for those times when you’re working on something where failure isn’t an option. 
  
  
Formalism: 

https://arbital.com/p/nearest_unblocked/


Taking Time is a related idea, where you’re, um, actually taking time to do things. Where Actually 
Trying is about powering through, Actually Taking Time is about sitting down and doing things 
right. 
  
Consider: 
  
A student thinks about the things they have to do today. They mentally list the items and then go 
on with their day. They finish some of their things. 
  
A student thinks about the things they have to do today. They sit down, write a list on paper, and 
do some minor scheduling. They think of potential obstacles, make a few contingency plans, and 
then go on with their day. They finish almost all of their things. 
  
If you’re Taking Time you’re saying something like, “Okay, let me actually take the time to sit 
down and reason this out in a systematic way.” You’re willing to actually go and do things right, 
instead of just half-assing them. 
  
Taking Time appears to be, in part, powered by the idea of cultivating Formalism in what you do.  
  
Formalism is about rituals. 
  
It feels present in the second example, where having a specific ritual for something makes it feel 
more important or official. The person has a more structured format to think about things. In the 
first example, the action only exists in the person’s head, where it’s less grounded. 
  
Formalism is about having specific cues, rituals, or general things that help connect our mental 
tasks to the real world. It’s about specifically carving out the time and environment to do 
something, making it more “official”. We embody Formalism when use our environment to 
create more concrete associations with our mental intentions (be it through conceptual, 
temporal, or physical means). 
  
I think that finding ways to build more Formalism into our tasks can improve our efficacy.  
  
A personal example for me was that I found it easier to make running into a habit after I 
downloaded a running timer. In a way, this “manifested” my desire to run in a way that anchored 
it to the real world. For me, this changed running from “this is something in my head I want to 
do” to “now I’m starting my running timer which means it’s officially running time”. 
  
The most important point is that though the actual anchors you use in Formalism might not 
greatly improve the tasks themselves (EX: a running timer doesn’t actually increase your 
stamina), they do change how we think about the tasks. 
  

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.c25k&hl=en


We see things with greater weight; it’s no longer about a wispy thought, but you’ve formalized it 
into an official Thing that you are doing. As a result, we might be able to improve our attempts at 
habituation, or just cultivate a stronger sense of engagement with the task at hand. 
  
So if you’re looking for ways to think more deeply on topics, Actually Try, or Take Time, it may be 
worth considering how to build some more Formalism into your habits. 
  
 Some potential suggestions: 
 A timer + specific sound as a particular cue. 
 A certain notebook / document used for writing specific plans. 
 Going to a coffeeshop / particular place to do work. 
 Setting aside specific times for certain tasks. 
  
Tying this all back to Resolve, most people will probably be content with flimsy mental notions. If 
you’re going to “do it right”, you need to be able to actually put in effort and Take the Time to sit 
down and work through it. 
  
Resolve comes in where, whether or not you’re directly building in Formalism, you’re willing to 
spend time/energy to formally do whatever task you’re trying to accomplish. 

Back to Basics: Post-CFAR 4 

  
[Having covered the ideas behind ontologies, this post explains how I’m trying to re-orient with 
newcomers to rationality in mind. I talk about maintaining transparency and practicality. This is 
part four of a five-part series about my thoughts after volunteering at a CFAR workshop. As usual, 
the views expressed here are my own and don’t reflect CFAR’s] 
  
As I get deeper and deeper into rationality, I’m encountering ideas that, without some 
prerequisites, look pretty weird. I’m at the point where I might start engaging more fully with the 
meta-rationality literature, where ideas start to become far more…esoteric. 
  
But to a newcomer, even “normal” rationality can seem a little insane.  
  
I know this because when I first started learning this stuff, I had people from CFAR telling me 
things like, “Yeah, so the point of this whole rationality isn’t actually to teach people the 
techniques themselves, per se, but to get them to create their own stuff,” and I thought they 
were crazy.  
  
Of course, now I’m starting to get it, but Past Me was having a hard time wrapping my head 
around the idea. 
  
People also said things to me like, “Motivation isn’t really a thing you get. It’s more like… 
moderating a disagreement with two parts of yourself, where you’re merely letting both sides 
talk, And then at the end, you either want to do the thing or you don’t.” 
  

http://www.rationality.org/
http://lesswrong.com/lw/oi6/metarationality_repository/


I found statements like these really, really confusing. As someone who’d only just started figuring 
out agency, this was understandably difficult to swallow. 
  
My point is that the idea of inferential distance becomes ever more relevant as I push to the 
frontiers of rationality. (Obvious, perhaps, but still important!)  
  
I’m thinking about people like the person I was last year who stumbles upon the ideas I have now 
and not understanding. I’m wondering if the stuff I write here on MLU becoming even less 
accessible for friends of mine who might just be sorta interested in this type of stuff. 
  
So that’s one part of what I’ve been thinking about. The other part is trying to draw some high-
level generalizations from the idea of an ontology. 
  
I’ve posited that ontologies change our sense of what is possible, and they lend themselves to 
different rationality techniques. Rationality techniques, to me, are things we can do to help 
improve our thinking / decisions in reality. (Other people may think of rationality differently.) 
  
We’d expect, then, for helpful ontologies to cash out at some point in the real world, where they 
hopefully have some connection to people’s actions. For example, Resolve may be good for 
enabling people to power through things, while “humans are mainly habits” can help us build 
better daily routines. 
  
From the outside view, then, someone using rationality techniques should appear to be winning 
at life. Whatever that means. 
  
For real, though, here are some things I might consider “winning” (subjectively speaking): 
  
 Having a daily exercise regimen, or any sort of regular “hard” commitment 
 Stuff people generally find impressive (writing a book, inventing a product, etc.) 
 Generally positive mood, strong emotional stability 
 Agenty, able to set goals and achieve them 
 Being super productive (relative to other people) 
 Consistently, erm, winning the lottery (Okay, maybe my examples suck, but the discussion of 

what the heck constitutes winning at life is one for another day.) 
  
The point is that if whatever change your ontology granted you is purely internal (which might in 
itself be a confused concept because stuff in your brain influences your actions, but we’ll leave 
that for another time), or isn’t immediately visible to the outside world, then I claim that it’s 
likely your ontology isn’t very useful. 
  
Of course, there are ontologies like the introspection model which have a very internal 
foundation. I’m willing to suspend my judgment as I explore these alternate models of mind, 
where influencing direct action “isn’t the point”, like meditation. 
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Still, even for things like meditation, there’s a sense in which it’s still helping you via whatever 
physical / mental benefits you’re deriving from them. So on one level up, you’re still doing them 
for the benefits, even if caring about the benefits isn’t the best way to acquire them. 
  
Therefore, merging the above two points, I’d like to keep two general principles in mind when 
moving forward: 
  
Clarity: 
My ultimate goal is something like finding a way to effectively bridge inferential distances for 
new people trying to learn everything in the LW-sphere. (Maybe something like Arbital’s 
dependency graphs?) But that’d require a lot of work to cross-reference and build. 
  
For the meantime, I’d like to at least be clear about where my reasoning is from. After all, there’s 
no rule that says the words I write have to absolutely correspond with what’s in my head. The 
illusion of transparency is often just that—transparent and invisible to spot. 
  
Practicality: 
This follows directly from my point about winning at life. At some level, whatever new shiny 
rationality concept I’m learning should change my actions. My belief here is that, as much fun as 
it is to philosophize, solving things in reality is the ultimate priority. 
  
To that end, I’ll be focusing on the sorts of concrete takeaways or benefits you can expect to see 
from adopting certain concepts/ontologies. I suspect that this might be disabling in certain 
contexts, but as much as possible, I want to stay on the object level. (I see it being a problem 
when talking about abstract concepts that may be important for understanding the world, but 
are either too large or removed from most object-level actions.) 
  
Moving forward, I want there to be constant highlights of heuristics and mindsets people can 
adopt, in terms of “upgrades”. 

Concrete Takeaways: Post-CFAR 5 

  
[This post is all about ideas / tricks / useful tools of mind. This is part five of a five-part series on 
how I changed my mind after attending a CFAR workshop.] 
  

This is a collection of TAPs, heuristics, and concepts that I’ve been thinking about 
recently. Many of them were inspired by my time at the CFAR workshop, but there’s not really 
underlying theme behind it all. It’s just a collection of ideas that are either practical or 
interesting. 
  
TAPs: 
TAPs, or Trigger Action Planning, is a CFAR technique that is used to build habits. The basic idea is 
you pair a strong, concrete sensory “trigger” (e.g. “when I hear my alarm go off”) with a “plan”—
the thing you want to do (e.g. “I will put on my running shoes”).  
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If you’re good at noticing internal states, TAPs can also use your feelings or other internal things 
as a trigger, but it’s best to try this with something concrete first to get the sense of it.  
  
Some of the more helpful TAPs I’ve recently been thinking about are below: 
  
Ask for Examples TAP: 
[Notice you have no mental picture of what the other person is saying. → Ask for examples.] 
  
Examples are good. Examples are god. I really, really like them.  
  
In conversations about abstract topics, it can be easy to understand the meaning of the words 
that someone said, yet still miss the mental intuition of what they’re pointing at. Asking for an 
example clarifies what they mean and helps you understand things better. 
  
The trigger for this TAP is noticing that what someone said gave you no mental picture.  
  
I may be extrapolating too far from too little data here, but it seems like people do try to “follow 
along” with things in their head when listening. And if this mental narrative, simulation, or 
whatever internal thing you’re doing comes up blank when someone’s speaking, then this may 
be a sign that what they said was unclear. 
  
Once you notice this, you ask for an example of what gave you no mental picture. Ideally, the 
other person can then respond with a more concrete statement or clarification. 
  
Quick Focusing TAP: 
[Notice you feel aversive towards something → Be curious and try to source the aversion.] 
  
Aversion Factoring, Internal Double Crux, and Focusing are all techniques CFAR teaches to help 
deal with internal feelings of badness. 
  
While there are definite nuances between all three techniques, I’ve sort of abstracted from the 
general core of “figuring out why you feel bad” to create an in-the-moment TAP I can use to help 
debug myself.  
  
The trigger is noticing a mental flinch or an ugh field, where I instinctively shy away from looking 
too hard. 
  
After I notice the feeling, my first step is to cultivate a sense of curiosity. There’s no sense of 
needing to solve it; I’m just interested in why I’m feeling this way. 
  
Once I’ve directed my attention to the mental pain, I try to source the discomfort. Using some 
backtracking and checking multiple threads (e.g. “is it because I feel scared?”) allows me to 
figure out why. This whole process takes maybe half a minute. 
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When I’ve figured out the reason why, a sort of shift happens, similar to the felt shift in focusing. 
In a similar way, I’m trying to “ground” the nebulous, uncertain discomfort, forcing it to take 
shape. 
  
I’d recommend trying some Focusing before trying this TAP, as it’s basically an expedited version 
of it, hence the name. 
  
Rule of Reflexivity TAP: 
[Notice you’re judging someone → Recall an instance where you did something similar / 
construct a plausible internal narrative] 
[Notice you’re making an excuse → Recall times where others used this excuse and update on 
how you react in the future.] 
  
This is a TAP that was born out of my observation that our excuses seem way more self-
consistent when we’re the ones saying then. (Oh, why hello there, Fundamental Attribution 
Error!) The point of practicing the Rule of Reflexivity is to build empathy. 
  
The Rule of Reflexivity goes both ways. In the first case, you want to notice if you’re judging 
someone. This might feel like ascribing a value judgment to something they did, e.g. “This person 
is stupid and made a bad move.” 
  
The response is to recall times where either you did something similar or (if you think you’re 
perfect) think of a plausible set of events that might have caused them to act in this way. 
Remember that most people don’t think they’re acting stupidly; they’re just doing what seems 
like a good idea from their perspective. 
  
In the second case, you want to notice when you’re trying to justify your own actions. If the 
excuses you yourself make suspiciously sound like things you’ve heard others say before, then 
you may want to jump less likely to immediately dismissing them in the future. 
  
Keep Calm TAP: 
[Notice you’re starting to get angry → Take a deep breath → Speak softer and slower] 
  
Okay, so this TAP is probably not easy to do because you’re working against a biological 
response. But I’ve found it useful in several instances where otherwise I would have gotten into a 
deeper argument. 
  
The trigger, of course, is noticing that you’re angry. For me, this feels like an increased tightness 
in my chest and a desire to raise my voice. I may feel like a cherished belief of mine is being 
attacked. 
  
Once I notice these signs, I remember that I have this TAP which is about staying calm. I think 
something like, “Ah yes, I’m getting angry now. But I previously already made the decision that 
it’d be a better idea to not yell.” 
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After that, I take a deep breath, and I try to open up my stance. Then I remember to speak in a 
slower and quieter tone than previously. I find this TAP especially helpful in arguments—ahem, 
collaborative searches for the truth—where things get a little too excited on both sides.   
  
  
Heuristics: 
Heuristics are algorithm-like things you can do to help get better results. I think that it’d be 
possible to turn many of the heuristics below into TAPs, but there’s a sense of deliberately 
thinking things out that separates these from just the “mindless” actions above. 
  
As more formal procedures, these heuristics do require you to remember to Take Time to do 
them well. However, I think that the sorts of benefits you get from make it worth the slight 
investment in time.  
  
Modified Murphyjitsu: The Time Travel Reframe: 
(If you haven’t read up on Murphyjitsu yet, it’d probably be good to do that first.) 
  
Murphyjitsu is based off the idea of a premortem, where you imagine that your project failed 
and you’re looking back. I’ve always found this to be a weird temporal framing, and I realized 
there’s a potentially easier way to describe things: 
  
Say you’re sitting at your desk, getting ready to write a report on intertemporal travel. You’re 
confident you can finish before the hour is over. What could go wrong? Closing Facebook, you 
begin to start typing. 
  
Suddenly, you hear a loud CRACK! A burst of light floods your room as a figure pops into 
existence, dark and silhouetted by the brightness behind it. The light recedes, and the figure 
crumples to the ground. Floating in the air is a whirring gizmo, filled with turning gears. Strangely 
enough, your attention is drawn from the gizmo to the person on the ground: 
  
The figure has a familiar sort of shape. You approach, tentatively, and find the splitting image of 
yourself! The person stirs and speaks. 
  
“I’m you from one week into the future,” your future self croaks. Your future self tries to tries to 
get up, but sinks down again. 
  
“Oh,” you say. 
  
“I came from the future to tell you…” your temporal clone says in a scratchy voice. 
  
“To tell me what?” you ask. Already, you can see the whispers of a scenario forming in your 
head…  
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Future Your slowly says, “To tell you… that the report on intertemporal travel that you were going 
to write… won’t go as planned at all. Your best-case estimate failed.” 
  
“Oh no!” you say.  
  
Somehow, though, you aren’t surprised…  
  
At this point, what plausible reasons for your failure come to mind? 
  
I hypothesize that the time-travel reframe I provide here for Murphyjitsu engages similar parts of 
your brain as a premortem, but is 100% more exciting to use. In all seriousness, I think this is a 
reframe that is easier to grasp compared to the twisted “imagine you’re in the future looking 
back into the past, which by the way happens to be you in the present” framing normal 
Murphyjitsu uses. 
  
The actual (non-dramatized) wording of the heuristic, by the way, is, “Imagine that Future You 
from one week into the future comes back telling you that the plan you are about to embark on 
will fail: Why?” 
  
Low on Time? Power On! 
Often, when I find myself low on time, I feel less compelled to try. This seems sort of like an 
instance of failing with abandon, where I think something like, “Oh well, I can’t possibly get 
anything done in the remaining time between event X and event Y”. 
  
And then I find myself doing quite little as a response. 
  
As a result, I’ve decided to internalize the idea that being low on time doesn’t mean I can’t make 
meaningful progress on my problems. 
  
This a very Resolve-esque technique. The idea is that even if I have only 5 minutes, that’s enough 
to get things down. There’s lots of useful things I can pack into small time chunks, like thinking, 
brainstorming, or doing some Quick Focusing.  
  
I’m hoping to combat the sense of apathy / listlessness that creeps in when time draws to a 
close. 
  
Supercharge Motivation by Propagating Emotional Bonds: 
[Disclaimer: I suspect that this isn’t an optimal motivation strategy, and I’m sure there are people 
who will object to having bonds based on others rather than themselves. That’s okay. I think this 
technique is effective, I use it, and I’d like to share it. But if you don’t think it’s right for you, feel 
free to just move along to the next thing.] 
  
CFAR used to teach a skill called Propagating Urges. It’s now been largely subsumed by Internal 
Double Crux, but I still find Propagating Urges to be a powerful concept. 
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In short, Propagating Urges hypothesizes that motivation problems are caused because the 
implicit parts of ourselves don’t see how the boring things we do (e.g. filing taxes) causally relate 
to things we care about (e.g. not going to jail). The actual technique involves walking through the 
causal chain in your mind and some visceral imagery every step of the way to get the implicit 
part of yourself on board. 
  
I’ve taken the same general principle, but I’ve focused it entirely on the relationships I have with 
other people. If all the parts of me realize that doing something would greatly hurt those I care 
about, this becomes a stronger motivation than most external incentives. 
  
For example, I walked through an elaborate internal simulation where I wanted to stop doing a 
Thing. I imagined someone I cared deeply for finding out about my Thing-habit and being 
absolutely deeply disappointed. I focused on the sheer emotional weight that such 
disappointment would cause (facial expressions, what they’d feel inside, the whole deal).  
  
I now have a deep injunction against doing the Thing, and all the parts of me are in agreement 
because we agree that such a Thing would hurt other people and that’s obviously bad. 
  
The basic steps for Propagating Emotional Bonds looks like: 
 Figure out what thing you want to do more of or stop doing. 
 Imagine what someone you care about would think or say. 
 Really focus on how visceral that feeling would be. 
 Rehearse the chain of reasoning (“If I do this, then X will feel bad, and I don’t want X to feel 

bad, so I won’t do it”) a few times. 
  
Take Time in Social Contexts: 
Often, in social situations, when people ask me questions, I feel an underlying pressure to 
answer quickly. It feels like if I don’t answer in the next ten seconds, something’s wrong with me. 
(School may have contributed to this). I don’t exactly know why, but it just feels like it’s 
expected. 
  
I also think that being forced to hurry isn’t good for thinking well. As a result, something helpful 
I’ve found is when someone asks something like, “Is that all? Anything else?” is to Take Time. 
  
My response is something like, “Okay, wait, let me actually take a few minutes.” At which point, 
I, uh, actually take a few minutes to think things through. After saying this, it feel like it’s now 
socially permissible for me to take some time thinking.  
  
This has proven in several contexts where, had I not Taken Time, I would have forgotten to bring 
up important things or missed key failure-modes. 
  
Ground Mental Notions in Reality not by Platonics: 



One of the proposed reasons that people suck at planning is that we don’t actually think about 
the details behind our plans. We end up thinking about them in vague black-box-style concepts 
that hide all the scary unknown unknowns. What we’re left with is just the concept of our task, 
rather than a deep understanding of what our task entails. 
  
In fact, this seems fairly similar to the the “prototype model” that occurs in scope insensitivity.  
  
I find this is especially problematic for tasks which look nothing like their concepts. For example, 
my mental representation of “doing math” conjures images of great mathematicians, intricate 
connections, and fantastic concepts like uncountable sets. 
  
Of course, actually doing math looks more like writing stuff on paper, slogging through 
textbooks, and banging your head on the table. 
  
My brain doesn’t differentiate well between doing a task and the affect associated with the task. 
Thus I think it can be useful to try and notice when our brains our doing this sort of black-boxing 
and instead “unpack” the concepts. 
  
This means getting better correspondences between our mental conceptions of tasks and the 
tasks themselves, so that we can hopefully actually choose better. 
  
3 Conversation Tips: 
I often forget what it means to be having a good conversation with someone. I think I miss 
opportunities to learn from others when talking with them. This is my handy 3-step list of 
Conversation Tips to get more value out of conversations: 
  
1) "Steal their magic": Figure out what other people are really good at, and then get inspired by 
their awesomeness and think of ways you can become more like that. Learn from what other 
people are doing well. 
  
2) "Find the LCD"/"Intellectually Escalate": Figure out where your intelligence matches theirs, and 
learn something new. Focus on Actually Trying to bridge those inferential distances. In 
conversations, this means focusing on the limits of either what you know or what the other 
person knows. 
  
3) "Convince or Be Convinced”: (This is a John Salvatier idea, and it also follows from the above.) 
Focus on maximizing your persuasive ability to convince them of something. Or be convinced of 
something. Either way, focus on updating beliefs, be it your own or the other party’s. 
  
Be The Noodly Appendages of the Superintelligence You Wish To See in the World: 
CFAR co-founder Anna Salamon has this awesome reframe similar to IAT which asks, “Say a 
superintelligence exists and is trying to take over the world. However, you are its only agent. 
What do you do?” 
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I’ll admit I haven’t used this one, but it’s super cool and not something I’d thought of, so I’m 
including it here. 
  
  
Concepts: 
Concepts are just things in the world I’ve identified and drawn some boundaries around. They 
are farthest from the pipeline that goes from ideas to TAPs, as concepts are just ideas. Still, I do 
think these concepts “bottom out” at some point into practicality, and I think playing around 
with them could yield interesting results. 
  
Paperspace =/= Mindspace: 
I tend to write things down because I want to remember them. Recently, though I’ve noticed 
that rather act as an extension of my brain, I seem to treat things I write down as no longer in my 
own head. As in, if I write something down, it’s not necessarily easier for me to recall it later. 
  
It’s as if by “offloading” the thoughts onto paper, I’ve cleared them out of my brain. This seems 
suboptimal, because a big reason I write things down is to cement them more deeply within my 
head. 
  
I can still access the thoughts if I’m asking myself questions like, “What did I write down 
yesterday?” but only if I’m specifically sorting for things I write down. 
  
The point is, I want stuff I write down on paper to be, not where I store things, but merely a sign 
of what’s stored inside my brain. 
  
Outreach: Focus on Your Target’s Target: 
One interesting idea I got from the CFAR workshop was that of thinking about yourself as a 
radioactive vampire. Um, I mean, thinking about yourself as a memetic vector for rationality (the 
vampire thing was an actual metaphor they used, though). 
  
And the interesting thing they mentioned was to think, not about who you’re directly 
influencing, but who your targets themselves influence.  
  
This means that not only do you have to care about the fidelity of your transmission, but you 
need to think of ways to ensure that your target also does a passable job of passing it on to their 
friends. 
  
I’ve always thought about outreach / memetics in terms of the people I directly influence, so 
looking at two degrees of separation is a pretty cool thing I hadn’t thought about in the past. 
  
I guess that if I took this advice to heart, I’d probably have to change the way that I explain 
things. For example, I might want to try giving more salient examples that can be easily passed 
on or focusing on getting the intuitions behind the ideas across.  
  



Build in Blank Time: 
Professor Barbara Oakley distinguishes between focused and diffused modes of thinking. Her 
claim is that time spent in a thoughtless activity allows your brain to continue working on 
problems without conscious input. This is the basis of diffuse mode. 
  
In my experience, I’ve found that I get interesting ideas or remember important ideas when I’m 
doing laundry or something else similarly mindless.  
  
I’ve found this to be helpful enough that I’m considering building in “Blank Time” in my 
schedules. 
  
My intuitions here something like, “My brain is a thought-generator, and it’s particularly active if 
I can pay attention to it. But I need to be doing something that doesn’t require much of my 
executive function to even pay attention to my brain. So maybe having more Blank Time would 
be good if I want to get more ideas.” 
  
There’s also the additional point that meta-level thinking can’t be done if you’re always in the 
moment, stuck in a task. This means that, cool ideas aside, if I just want to reorient or survey my 
current state, Blank Time can be helpful. 
  
The 99/1 Rule: Few of Your Thoughts are Insights: 
The 99/1 Rule says that the vast majority of your thoughts every day are pretty boring and that 
only about one percent of them are insightful.  
  
This was generally true for my life…and then I went to the CFAR workshop and this rule sort of 
stopped being appropriate. (Other exceptions to this rule were EuroSPARC [now ESPR] and EAG) 
  
Conclusion: 
I bulldozed through a bunch of ideas here, some of which could have probably garnered a longer 
post. I’ll probably explore some of these ideas later on, but if you want to talk more about any 
one of them, feel free to get in contact from the About page. 
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